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ANNUAL CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURERS - 1950 
TECHNICAL NOTES AlID DEFINITIONS 
!r.dustrial Classification - The Standand Industrial Classification system a.s 
compiled by the Executive Office of the President, Bureau of the Budget ~as 
used to determine type of industry title applicable to each planto Descrip-
tions of major industry groups may be found at the back of this bulletin, Each 
establishment is classified according to its major activity. In some cases 
where separate records for each establishment were not kept, all data has been 
included in the totals for the county in which the home office or principal 
establishment is located. Comparison with census figures for years prior to 
1949v when the adoption of the Standard Industrial Classification system was 
made, is possible through the use of Table 20, This table presents product 
value, wages and employment in accordance with the classification arrangement 
formerly used by the Department of Labor and Industryo 
Value of Product - is the net selling price of all goods manufactured or pro-
cessed during 1950. If industrial operations were on a contract basis, the 
total of amounts received for contract work or services performed hB.s been 
included. 
Gross Wages Paid - shows earnings of all employees, except executive, before 
deduction for old age assistance, group insurance, withholding tax, bonds, 
union dues, etco Pay for sick leave, holidays, vacations and bonuses has been 
included" 
Employment - is that reported as an average or representative for the year 
1950& Workers engaged in fabricating, processing, assembling, inspection, 
receiving, storage, handling, packing, warehousing, shipping, maintenance, 
repair, janitorial, watchmen servic.es, product development are included as are 
working foremen and all other nonsupervisory workers (including leading men 
and trainees). Executives are excluded. 
Arrangement and Coverage ? --Prodtlct value, wages and employment data are presen-
ted in the following ways: 
1. By major industry groups for the State of Maine 
as a whole. (See Table 1) 
2. By subordinate industry groups for the State of 
Maine as a whole. (See Table 2) 
3, By counties for all manufacturing as a whole. 
(See Table 3) 
4. By major industry groups for each county. (See 
Tables 4 through 19) 
5. By former classification titles for the State 
of Maine as a whole. (See Table 20) 
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ANNUAL CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURERS - 1950 
·rABLE I - PRODUCT VALUE, WAGES~ EMPLOYMENT BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
.J 
f 
NUMBER OF 1-·-·- -V
0
A-FLU-E ---,!- GROSS ; EMPLOYMENT ~ 
ESTABLISHMENTS ~ 
- -j-- REPORTING -1--- rnaou~-- I WAGES PAID ~-=ALE GrnALEl TOTAL 
1 
- -, ,-32_6 ___ I $ 94g,g9g,059. $ 259,256,6;6. 
1 
;,95-4-t3g,3~~- I 
TYPE OF INDUSTRY 
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS 
TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS 
299 I 119 ,593 ,289. 19, 735 ,250. I 9 ,524 9 ,463 I 1g,9g7 I 
16 ! 24t,796,s24. · 68,823,378. I t,,554 to,658 ! 26,2r2 j 
APPAREL AND OTHER FINISHED PRODUCTS MAOE FROM 
FABRICS AND SIMlLAR MATERIALS 
LUMBER ANO v!OOO PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FURNITURE) 
~URNtTURE AND FIXTURES 
PAPER AND ALLIED PRODUCTS 
PR1NT1NG, PUBLISHING AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES 
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS 
RUBBER PRODUCTS 
LEATHER AND LEATHER PRODUCTS 
STONf, CLAY AND GLASS PRO DUCTS 
PRIMARY METAL 1NDUSTRI ES 
FABR\CATED MF.TAL PRODUCTS (EXCEPT ORDNANCE, 
MACHINERY, AND TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT) 
MACHIN£RY (EXCEPT ELECTRICAL) 
HANSPORTATtON EQUIPMENT Ji 
PROFESS \ONA Lt SCI ENT I Fl C.t AND CONTROLLING 
INSTRUMEN S~ PHOTOGRArHIC AND OPTICAL 
G010S: t~ATCHES AND CLOCKS 
3~ 
410 
26 
43 
81 
}7 
4 
97 
42 
12 
39 
24 
52 
10 
10, 134,462. 
75 ,205, 172. 
3 ,67~ ,564 • . 
236,684, ni5. 
T I , 339 , 04 9. 
It ,517,.609 • . 
746,699. 
?29,559, 772. 
7 ,048, 117 •. 
1,837,823. 
25,730,712. 
37,636,567. 
30,076,393. 
667,600. 
2, 781 ,270. 
23,225,305. 
r, n, ,323. 
53,~00,293 • . 
4,560,602. 
1,318,111. 
Jg I ,629 • . 
37,436,49g. _ 
2,667, I 09. 
523,030. 
ij,979,361. 
15, 792 ,393. 
21,224,522. 
198,929. 
Ml SCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING INOUSTRI ES , 37 I 5, 191,g96. I, I 05, 770. 
L NOT ELSEWHERE SHOt~N j 3 . 457,326. · 131,853. 
--- ·------ ·- - -·--·-• ··- -·-- -- .L---- -- - ·- ------ ··l -·--·--- ··- ·-·-· •···--···-·- ··' ·-- ·•·· - -- - •- -- ··• 
1 10, 159 
I ~74 j I '4,863 
! t ,232 
I 6,1 
I
I 75 
9,2M 
I
I , ,049 
1 197 
I 
t ,641+ 
6,290 
I 
t , 305 j 1, 6~-5 
82 
2,057 
435 
59 
24 
9,9og 
29 
20 
r 2 ,5 s2 
556 
16, 920 
t ,667 
676 
99 
19, 116 
r ,07s 
217 ~ 
It 
J 
2, 022 ; 
4,928 i' 
6,594 I 
62 16 I 7s l 
432 I 356 : 1ss 
1 26 I 16 i 102 I 
-·-···-+------~--- -· ___ J 
Ji INCLUDES EMPLOYMENT AND PAYROLL DATA Qlli-1. FOR PORTSMOUTH NAVAL SHlPYARD. PRODUCT VALUE FOR THIS ESTABLISHMENT HAS NOT BEEN INCLUDED. 
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ANNUAL CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURERS - 1950 
TABLE 2 - PRODUCT VALUE, WAGES & EMPLOYMENT BY SUBO~DINATE tNDUSTRY GROUPS 
r·- ----------
' 
TYPE OF 1 NOUS TRY 
FOOD ANO K !NORED PRODUCTS 
MEAT PACKING, WHOLESALE 
SAUSAGES ANO OTHER PREPARED MEAT PRODUCTS 
POUL TRY ANO SMALL GAME DRESS ING AND PACK1NG 
ICE CREAM AND ICES 
CANNED SEA FOOD 
CURED F tSH 
CANNED FRUITS( VEGETABLES, ANO SOUPS; PRESERVES, 
JAMS ANO JE LIES 
FROZEN FRUITS, VEGETABLES, AND SEA FOODS 
FLOUR AND OTHER GRAIN-f•nLL PRODUCTS 
PREPARED FEEDS FOR ANIMALS AND FOlAJlS 
BREAD AND OTHER BAKERY PRODUCTS (EXCEPT BISCUIT, 
CRACKERS AND PRETZELS) 
CANDY ANO OTHER CONFECT I ONE RY PRODUCTS 
BOTTLED SOFT DRINKS ANO CARBONATED WATERS 
CORN S IRUP, CORN SUGAR, CORN OIL, AND STAR CH 
FLAVORING EXTRACTS ANO FLAVORING SIRUPS, N.E.C. 
~ PREPARATIONS, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED 
ELSEWHERE SHOWN 
NUMBER OF 
ESTABLISHMENTS 
REPORTING 
299 
~ 
5 
10 
12 
)ig 
12 
51 
20 
3 
3 
37 
9 
48 
21 
3 
~ 
9 
VALUE 
OF 
PRODUCT 
$ I 19 , 5 9 3 , 2 g9 • 
4, 20s, s55 •. 
3, 7 I 2,9S4. 
15,565,898. 
4,464,.osi. 
23,400,.116. 
40~,27t. 
17,659,620. 
12,888,806. 
1,317,0tO. 
3,891,S6o. 
17,710,172. 
198,272. 
2,877, 789. 
I 2,92S, 207. 
L 42S,ooo. og9,490. 847,858. 
,;· : 
-~-
27 
32 
97 
76 
5, 14 
!2 
2,80 
2,35 
It 
30 
4, 10 
5 
97 
45 
4 
24 
67 
4--- -- -- - ·- ·-·----
SS I EMPLOYMENT 
PAID MAL£ FEMALE TOTAL 
5,250. 9,524 9,463 18,987 
7,358. t 117 I 23 140 I 
0,207. I 98 20 11g I 
9,605. 
I 
382 175 557 ! l 
o,692 •. 186 
I 62 248 i I 9,303. 2, 707 I 4,695 7 ,402 
I 1,698. 153 232 385 
1,181. 2,214 2,388 4,602 
I, 703. 1,389 t, 17 t 2,560 
4,465. 37 4 41 
4,96-0. 158 4 t62 
t ,929. 1,202 465 1,667 
7 ,.034 •· to 28 H 
2,308. 390 40 ~30 
1,062. 242 I& 246 
5, 053. 22 I 16 
3g 
6, I 10. \g 35 g3 
4,582. 169 I IOI 270 ! 
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ANNUAL CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURERS - 195 0 
TABLE 2 • PROD.JCT VALUE, WAGES & EMPLOYMENT BY SUBORDINATE GROUPS {CONTINUED) 
·l . . i NUMBER OF . VALUE i EMPLOYMENT 1· 
} TYPE OF INDUSTRY j ' ESTABLISHi~ ENTS OF I GROSS j I ·1 
r ·-=== ----------- ---- ----- · 
1 
__ WO RTING 1 ___ P~ODUCT _ _ 1 __ WAGES PAID ·-r MALE l FEM~OTAL _ __j 
TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS . I 76 I $ 241,796,82li. II $ 68,823,'7$. 15,55~ i 10,658 I 26,212 I 
I I . I I 
i 
YARN MILLS 
BROAD-WOVEN FABRIC MILt.S (CoTToN, 
SILK, AND SYNTHETiC FIBRE) 
BROAD-WOVEN FABRIC MILLS (WOOLEN AND 
WORSTED) 
KNIT OUTERWEAR MILLS 
PROCESSED WASTE AND RECOVERED FiBRF.S 
NOT ELSEt~HE RE S f·IDt·JN 
! APPAREL AND OTHER FINISHED PRODUCTS MADE FROM 
! m R l cs AND----sl11TIARrJ!Al'TIITATS . 
MEN'S, YO UTHS', AND BOYS' SEPARATE TROUSERS 
MEN 1St vquTHS', AND BOYS' WORK, SPORT, AND 
OTH-R ~~8THING, N.E.C. 
HOM EN'S AND MISSES' DRESSES 
CANVAS PRO DUCTS 
FABRICATED TEXTILE PRODUCTS, N.E.C. 
NOT ELSEWHERE SHOvJN 
~
I I I I 12 16,148,057. 1 3,3s6·,~72. 537 1 929 1,~66 1 
I l I 
13 113,g65,535. · 32,7g7,,g9. 6,990 I 5,70l 
33 
3 
6 
9 
34 
3 
ij 
4 
g 
6 
9 
94,406,403. 
1,295 ,600. 
4,615,699. 
11,465,530. 
10,131+,462. 
609,716. 
1,952, 055. 
642 ,9S9. 
256,986. 
437,614. 
6,235,102. 
28,336,398. 
255 ~362. 
795 ,925. 
3,262,032. 
2, 7g 1,270. 
326,370. 
465,12s. 
292, 132. 
12,676. 
146,100. 
t,47S,S64. 
6,911 i 3,3n 
43 I 
I 
351 i 
1g5 
79 
662 I ~5 ! 
340 I, 305 
26 182 
77 233 
11 ,so 
27 13 
46 57 
f53 640 
J2, 69t 
10,284 
228 
r, 1 n 
1,645 
208 
310 
191 
40 
ro3 
793 
· .. I' 
: ··~ 
.... ,·.,., 
ANNUAL CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURERS - 1950 
TABLE 2 • PRODUCT VALUE, WAGES & EMPLOYMENT BY SUBORDINATE INDUSTRY GROUPS (CONTINUED) 
·-· 
l ·-, I NUMBER OF VALUE EMPLOYMENT TYPE OF INDUSTRY ESTABLISHMENTS OF I GROSS i FEMA~ __ :OTAL _ REPORTING PRODUCT I WAGES PAID MALE 
... _ __ ---------· I 
! I LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FU~NITURE) ti 1 O $ 75,205, 172. $ 23,225,305. 10, 159 I 2,423 12,5s2 I I 
LOGGING CAMPS AND LOGGING CONTRACTORS 19 2,449, 766. 943,007. 876 16 I g92 SAh!MILLS ANO PLANING MILLS, GENERAL 232 25 ,276,637. 6,9S3,3S3. 3,945 g9 4, 034 
COOPERAGE STOCK MILLS 7 17S,534. 82,726. 57 2 59 
MI LLWO RK PLANTS 23 5,499,685. 1,016,lrn2. 454 23 477 
PLYWOOD PLANTS 4 6,135,321. 1,686,571+. 46S m 599 
WOODEN BOXES (EXCEPT CIGAR BOXES) t6 6,490,079. 1,s63, 7s9. ggz gz 964 
I COOPERAGE 10 21', ,s 1s. 64,41'S. 54 4 5g -...J 
I 
WOOD PRODUCTS, N. E. C. 92 zs,070,331. Io, tn g, 073. 3 ,325 2,063 5,3S8 
NOT ELSEt~HERE SHOWN 7 863, oo I. 166,903. 98 13 If I 
FURNITURE AND FIXTURES 26 3,674,564. ,,171,323., 474 gz 556 
WOOD HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, EXCEPT UPHOLSTERED 11 1,472,641. 613,206. 266 I 49 315 
WOOD HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, UPh'OLSTERED 3 924,643. 247,70!. g3 n 96 
MATTRESSES AND BEDSPRINGS 6 594,476. 124,096. 40 17 57 
PARTITIONSE SHELVING, LOCKERS, AND OFF I CE 
3 544,292. t66 ,506. 7g I AND SrDR FIXTURES 19 
NOT ELSEWHERE SHOWN 3 4 138,512. 19,814. 7 2J_ 9 
____j____ . --------
.. , 
· ·R· I 
ANNUAL CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURERS - 1950 
TABLE 2 - PRODUCT VALUE, WAGES & EMPLOYtJ\ENT BY SUBORDINATE INDUSTRY GROUPS (CONTINUED) 
. ----- --------------- ---- -- -- --------------·- -----T- --------------- ---- ! I I NUMSER Of VALUE I GFDSS I. ____  EMPLOYMENT I TYPE OF INDUSTRY I ESTABLISHMENTS OF WAGES PAID 1 I I MALE FEMALE TOTAL 1· I REPORTl i~G I PRODUCT I I i I I I I 
----- --i· J __ __ ------ - I I I I ~; . $ 236,6g~, I g5 . $ 53,~00,293. 1~,863 2,057 t6,920 I PAPER AND All !ED PRODUCTS I I I I 
------------- -..- I l ! I 6 t6,1'07;g35_ 3,539,042. 1,097 21 i. r, "g PULP MILLS l 1 
PAP ER AND PAPERBOARD MILLS (EXCEPT BUILDING-PAPER I 
AND BUILDING-BOARD MILLS) , 
I 
20 199,657,543. 45,573,935. 12,641 1,445 l~,0$6 
PAPERBOARD BOXES: FOLDED, SET-UP, AND CO RRUGATEO 
I 
10 2,628, ,~g_ 1'46, 226. 15~ 105 259 
NOT ELSEWHERE SHOWN 7 17 ,990,659. 3,g41, 090. 971 1'86 1,457 
I 
l ~--R l~_NG, PUBLISH ING, ~ND ALL! ED INO~STR~-~ gt I 1,339,049. 4,560,602 . t ,232 435 1,667 
OJ 
I 
9,262,225_ NEWSPAPERS 32 3,S83,048. 96S 299 1,267 
COMMERCIAL PRINTING 37 i 1,399 ,339. ~28, 792 . 153 5g 211 t 
LITHOGRAPHING 4 ! 294,518. 96,535 . 63 49 U2 i 
BOOKB INOING 3 ! 65,546. 21J,632. 6 7 13 I I 
NOT ELSEWHERE SHOf~ 5 I 317,419. 127,595. 42 22 
I 
64 
! 
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS 37 I 11,517 ,609. 1,31s,111. 617 59 I 676 - -- -· ·· --- ----------- -- -· ---- I 
BOTAi~ICAL PRODUCTS 3 I 450,859. 98, 009. 75 2 I 77 I 
CLEANING AND POLISHING PREPARATIONS 3 I 105,406. 13,Slt. 4 4 
I g I 
FERTILIZERS (MANUFACTURING AND MIXING) 10 I 8,385,395. 644,99 r. i I 302 17 I 319 
MARINE ANIMAL OILS I I ,301,66g. 5 I 237,217 . 127 128 I 
INSECTICIDES AND FUNGICIDES 3 I t 30,204. 23, 886. t5 t6 I 
I 
CHEMICALS ANO CHEMICAL PRODUCTS, N.E.C. 4 
I 
112,510 . 30,230 . g 19 27 
NOT ELSEWHERE ShOWN 9 1,03 I ,567. 269,967. __ l__ 86 15 IOI I 
-·- --: -~ J 
i ,' ) 
1 .• 
.. 
... ~ ' 
, . , 
1 
'° ;J • 
ANNUAL CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURERS - 1950 
TABLE 2 .. PRODUCT VALUE, WAGES & EMPLOYMENT BY SUBORDINATE INDUSTRY GROUPS (CONTINUED) 
-·--·--·- ----------- ·------- - -·- - -, - · ,-- ; 
TYPE OF INDUS TRY 
I NUMBER OF VALUE I GROSS , ______ _;MP_L_OY_M_EN_T ___ --1-i ES ~~:rn't::~NTS rR8~uCT I WAGES p At D I MA LE I FEMALE I TOT AL I 
RUBBER PRODUCTS 
----··------L----------,----·--·-------t-·-------~------ -· +---1---1 
4 1' $ 746,699 : $ Jg t ,629 I 75 24 I 99 
RUBBER INDUSTRIES, N.E.C. 
I 
I 
LEATHER AND LEATHER PRODUCTS 
LEATHER TANNING AND FIN1SHING 
BOOT AND SHOE CUT STOCK AND FINDINGS I 
I 
FOOTWEAR (EXCEPT HOUSE SLIPPERS ANO RUBBER FOOTl~EAR)I 
NOT ELSENHERE SHOWN I 
STONF., CLAY, AND GLASS PRODUCT~_ 
BRICK AND HOLLOW Tl LE 
CONCRETE PRODUCTS 
CUT.~TONE AND STONE PRODUCTS 
MINERALS AND EARTHS: GROUND OR OTHERWISE TREATED 
NOT ELSE!.,JHERE SI-OWN 
PRIMARY METAL INDUSTRIES 
GRA y.,. t RON FOUNDRIES 
NOT ELSE~JHERE S-HCl~ 
! 
4 71'6,699 I 8 I ;629 75 24 99 
97 
9 
2 
42 
JO 
10 
. 12 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
i 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
l 
! 
I 
.. · 
129,559,772 
t r2, 7~8,236 
752,000 
7 ,048, 117 
616,691 
365,689 
2,295,569 
426,251 
. '~'~Jii9l7 
579, 721 
t ,258, 102 
2,2s7 ,511 
33,685,899 
l4S,629 
2,667, J09 
259,645 
168,921 
I, 154,940 
126,8~2 
9569 761 
523,030 
9,2M 
513 
751 
7 ,889 
55 
1,049 
I llli 
77 
\52 
57 
319 
197 
9,908 
61 
9,426 
7 
29 
I 
4 
6 
2 
i6 
20 
19, 116 
;74 
I, 165 
17,315 
62 
1,078 
. 1~5 
St 
458 
59 
335 
I 
I 
217 I 
i 
256,177 105 2 107 ll 
_____ 2_66_,_s5_3_.....__ __ 9_2 ___ 1_s____.. __ 110 _ 
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ANNUAL CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURERS - 1950 
TABLE 2 - PRODUCT VALUE, WAGES l EMPLOYMENT BY SUBORDINATE INDUSTRY GROUPS (CONTINUED) 
,--- ----TYP:-:~::~R~ - ----- ------- ------1~~~:iir~i~N-;: ,--- ---;i~-E ~-·.-.l ___ WA~~:-
·----·-----~ kEPOfHliW Pr;~JJLT 
FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS (EXCEPT ORDNANCE, MACHINERY, i I 
~No rnAllsPoRTi'\iTITl'nliOlPMENT> · n $ 25, 730, 112 j $ ~ ,979 ,361 
EDGE TOOLS 12 1,050,540 403,lt62 
FABRICATED STRUCTURAL STEEL AND ORNAMENTAL 
METAL !•JORK 5 3, 802, g55 599 ,369 
BOILER SHOP PRO DUCTS 3 1,390,435 617,364 
SHHT-METAL NORK 5 712)329 122.?618 
STAMPED AND PRESSED METAL PRODUCTS (EXCEPT AUTOMOBfLE STAMPINGS) 3 355,021 JI g, g3g 
NOT ELSEWHERE SHOWN If tS,~19,532 3,117~710 
MACHlNERY (EXCEPT ELECI~IC~t 24 n,636,567 15, 79~, 595 
AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY (EXCEPT TRACTORS) 3 69,907 51,685 
MACHINE SHOPS (JOBBING AND REPAIR) 7 2~6(; ,7"50 3$9, '!35 
NOT ELSEWHERE SHOWN 14 3~,902,970 15,350,97; 
TRANS~ORTATION EQ~IPMENT_ 52 30,076,393 21 ,224,522 
TRUCK AND BUS gODIES ~ 248j494 63i;096 
SHIP BUILDING AND REPAIRING• t7 27,3go,967 20, 141,lHJ 
BOAT BUILDING AND REPAIRING zg 1,41g,995 563 ~ 762 
NOT ELSEWHERE SHOWN 3 r ,027,937 456,251 
MALE • 
174 
190 
192 
47 
19 
182 
4,007 
6,290 
30 
5,S42 
266 
152 
EMPLOYM~NT l 
--.------' FEMALE TOTAL ! 
to 
g 
12 
3 
110 
235 
720 
14 
304 
271 
21 
ti 
I 
·---i 
I 
2,022 
t5S 
1,228 
20 
i96 
4,7iZ 
6,594 
31 
6, t I 3 
287 
163 
I 
• INCLUDES EMPLOYMENT AND PAYROLL DATA m-!LY FOR PORTSMOUTH NAVAL SHIPYARD. PRODUCT '!ALUE FOR THIS ESTABLJ SHMENT H.4S NOT BEEN INCLUDED. 
-- :", -
'-· 
:-- : 
· .. l 
ANNUAL CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURERS - 1950 
TABLE 2 ... PRODUCT VALUE, WAGES & EMPLOYMENT BY SUBORDINATE INDUSTRY GROUPS (CONTINUED) 
~ I 
., I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
l 
-'· 
..., ___ .... --- ----,--- ---- r-· 
l NUMBER OF I EST.t1BLl SHMENTS 1
1
. TYPE OF INDUSTRY 
I REPORTING 
-- ----- --- ----+- i 
PROFESSIONAL, SCiENTIFIC, AND CONTROLLING INSTRUMENTS; I 
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND OP Tl CAL GOODS; WATCHES ANO CLOCKS 
O?"H THA LM I C GOO 00 I 
MlSCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES 
SPORTING AND ATHLETIC GOODS, N~E.C. 
BROOMS AND BRUSHES 
MORTICIANS' GOODS 
MODELS AND PATTERNS (EXCEPT PAPER PATTERNS) 
MlSCELLANEOUS FABRICATED PRODUCTS, NQE.C. 
NOT ELSEWHERE Sf.OWN 
NOT ELSEWHERE SHOhN 
10 
10 
37 
10 
4 
4 
~ 
6 
9 
VALUE ·-, GOOSS ·:
1
. - -- EMPLOYMEN_T ___ r 
OF I WAGES PAID _____ T _ F_E ~ftALE l TOTAL -l, 
~~~~--+--- - - + ~LE ~ ,., ·1· - --·1 
$ 661 ~600 I $ 19g,929 
1 
62 , 16 1 1s I 
667,600 ' 19S,929 j 62 I 16 I 7g ! 
5, 191,896 
~23, 7111 
95, 012 
2,929,666 
1,105,51g 
~57,326 
I, 105, 170 
131,975 
~~6, 192 
I I I 
m i ~56 j 1ss I 
g4 I 50 1 13il 
30 11 ~· 
52 l to 62 
I 
10 l 10 
122 I 17 
,3~ I 268 ~02 
! 26 I 76 102 
.. :.~ 
I. t • 
·.: .. 
l 
I-' 
N 
'1 
ANNUAL CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURERS - 1950 
TABLE 3 - PRODUCT VALUE, ~JAGES & EMPLOYr~ENT • ALL MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES BY COUNTY 
,-- , NUMBER OF .-- - - VALUE 'Ir---~·- -·-·-· ·==T==--==-EMPLOY~ENT- -· ·1 
t COUNTY j ESTABLISHMENTS ~ OF G~SS !--- -----, ------ -. -- -----! 
1 
__ _ __ _____ ______ __ _____________ ______ 
1
, __ REPOR'.ING t- -_ _P_ROIJIJ_C2_ _ ~~~ MALE I FEMALE rl !~~L---~ 
J ALL couNms · ! 1,H6 l $ 948,898,059. i $ 259,256,626. I 75 ,954 ! ;8,m ; 114,267 i 
I I I I I ! I ! 
ANDPDSCOGGlN I 167 ! 13t,765,Sg9. 1' }9,02$,752. I 9,420 i 7,399 !.1, 16, 819 l 
AROOSTOOK l 82 39,554,680. 5,412,216. 2,666 j 698 3, 364 I 
CUMBERLAND I 253 147,015,991. I 36,414,926. I0,31H j 5,551 I 15,392 j 
I 
I 
j l 
I 47 35,041,995. 9,033,tS4,, 2,923 ! 1,153 I 4,076 
I 51 rn,987 ,46;. 4 ,509,051. 1,67 2 i g ,6 2,488 i 
J 8 I I 09, 670, 798. 28, 114,888. 7 ,514 I 4, 046 11,560 I 
I 11 20,6,5,624. 5,5,4,993. 2,02s 
1 
,,195 3,$23 I 28 4,M5,221. 953,052. 493 l 223 716 
I gg 68,986,424. 19,9Sl,IS9o 6,045 1 1,797 7,S42 
! 125 105,740,072. 2~,51g,752. 7,566 ! 2, 3;7 9,903 l 25 10,9,2,110. 3,552,973. ,,220 I 4aa 1,100 
I
I 26 ;s,56s,e62. 7,556,25;~ 2,;01 . I 6S5 2,9s6 
69 36,09S,46S. 9,}02,llu7· • 3,002 i 1,566 4,568 
I ii~ 19,50,,,04. 2,551,274. ,,20, 1 120 ,,921 
I g7 36,005, 191. 6,9s5,251. 3,402 3,406 6,gog 
! s2 126,347,567. 55,s27, 755. - ---~"· 160 5,641 19,801 
FRANKL IN 
HANCOCK 
KENNEBEC 
KNOX 
1. INCOLN 
OXFORD 
· PENOBSCOT 
I 
I PISCATAQUIS 
I SAGADAl!:lC 
' SOMERSET 
I l WALOO 
I WASHINGTON 
~RK • 
-----
• iNCLUOES EMPLOYMENT ANO PAYROLL DATA ONLY FOR PORTSMOUTH NAVAL SH I PYA RD. PRO DUCT VALUE FOR TH IS ESTABLISHMENT HAS NOT BEEN INCLUDED. 
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ANNUAL CENSUS OF r,iA INE MANUFACTURERS - 1950 
TABLE ~ - PRODUCT VALUE, ~JAGES & EMPLOYMENT - ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
-· ,-----------t 
NUMBER OF ! VALUE i EMPLOYMENT I 
t TYPE OF INDUSTRY ESTABLISHMENTS I OF GROSS t FEMA~__:'..°~4:-. I REPORTING I PRODUCT WAGES PAID MALE L. 
- I -I I I i All MANUFACTURING. 167 $ 13 I, 765, 889. $ 39 ,028, 752. 9,420 i I 1,,99 I 16,a19 I I I FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS 29 I 7,585,910. 1,057,67;. 510 220 
! 
730 I ! i I I TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS 15 I 6;,4a9,691. 20,~71, 006. 4,3~1 I 7,65~ I I 3,313 I I I I APPAREL AND OTHER FINISHED P~OOUCTS MADE I ; FROM FABRICS AND SIMILAR MATERIALS 5 ! 57ij,293. t66,566. 51 I 40 I 91 j I I I I I LUMBER AND l~OOD PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FURNITURE) 21 2,582,678. 633,639. 302 25 327 J I I l FURNITURE ANO FIXTURES JO l 916,455. 292, 030. 125 14 I U9 I l ! I 
t i I 
PAPER Ai'lD ALLI ED PRODUCTS 7 I 7 ,553,360. I ,29~, 749. 383 I 00 I 483 I - I I t I I i l PR1NT ING, PUBLISHING AND ALLI ED INOUSTRI ES 6 1,415,505. 560,102. 162 j 86 2t.S I 
I 
I 
i l I CHEMICALS ANO ALLIED PRODUCTS 6 217,595. 67,723. 19 20 
I 
;.9 I ! I RUBBER PRODUCTS 3 
I 
72g,133. f75,781. 70 I 2; 
i 
93 
I 
LEATHER AND LEATHER FRODUCTS 35 43,ooo,s2s. I 13 , 08~, 228. 2,97g ;,512 6,490 I I STONE, CLAY AND GLASS PRODUCTS g 818,989. I 336 ,253. r~, I f4g I 7 I I I ·1 I 
I PRJMARY METAL INDUSTRIES ij l 1,424,179. 315,0l~. If g 19 I 137 j t I FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS (EXCEPT ORDNANCE, i 
I 
l g i 468,227. 217,000. g2 I ij I 
86 I MACHINERY, AND TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT) I I MACHINERY (EXCEPT ELECTRICAL) 3 I ijlJ0,283. 18, ,,51. 69 I 3 72 I I i I r-HSCELLAW~OU.S MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES 5 I 436,396. I f33,949. 56 I rt I 67 
I 
l 
I i I NOT ELSEWHERE SHOWN 2 113,367. ij J ,68S. 13 2 I 15 I i 1 
' . J 
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ANNUAL CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURERS - 1950 
TABLE 5 - PRODUCT VALUE, trJAGES & EMPLOYMENT - AROOSTOOK COUNTY BY MAJOR INDUSTRY G~OUPS 
,-- -- --i----- TYPE OF ~N~:TR-Y ---- ·- -. - ] ~S~~m:H~:NTS 
I - REPORTING 
-A-Lt-·MA-N-UF-A-cr_u_R_,N_G_ I e2 , 
I FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS ! TEXTILE r,~ JLL PRODUCTS 
L
f LUMBER AND l~OO PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FURNITURE) 
.C+! EM I CA LS AND ALLI ED Pro DUCTS 
NOT EtS£WHERE SHOWN 
- ·-- . 
31 
3 
29 
8 
JI 
VALUE. 
OF 
PRODUCT 
7, 793,s1n. 
2,026,94 f. 
3,293,456. 
,,~; 1,409: 
2~,009,027. 
lA-BLE 6 - PRODUCT .VALUE, WAGES & EMPLOYMENT .;. HANCOCK COUNTY BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
-, 
AlL MANUFACTUR ING 51 18,987,463~ 
FOOD ANO KINDRED PRODUCTS 17 ;,399,2so. 
LUMBER ANO WOOD PRO DUCTS (EXCEPT FUR~H TURE) 15 1,001, 10,. 
PRINTING, PUBLISHfNG AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES 3 8t,316~ 
s·toNE, CLAY AND GLASS PRODUCTS 4 9_37, 7g 1. 
TRANSPClR.TATlON EQUIPMENT 9 7~1,'72~ 
NOT ELSEWHERE· SHOWN 3 10,.g26,611. 
GROSS 
WAGES PA ID 
$ 5,4tz,216 .. 
t,547,745. 
102,616. 
932,000. 
276,616. 
2,553,239. 
I 
I 
~,509,051. 
I 921',662. 
'96,·160~ 
.56,056. 
5_ 1_2, 171J. 
Z7lt, 24;. 
2,345,756. 
• i EMPLOYMENT - ! 
MALE rEMALE I TOTAL ! 
I 
·1 
2,666 698 ,,;6~ I 
. 
I 
l,t83 542 ,,725 I 
! 
z; ,1 60 
57g ?~ I 602 
• 
165 fO I f75 J 711 g5 so2 i 
-i- f ·1 
t,672 816 I 2,4gg I 
I ! ,oo 726 1,226 
205 zg 233 
15 3 ,s 
I 166 f3 179 
I 122 g ·~ 6~ 3g 702 
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'A1'JNUAL CENSUS Of MAINE ·MANUFACTU.RERS . .. 1950 
TABLE 7 • PRODUCT VALUE, ~JAGES & EMPLOYMENT .. CUMBERLAND COUNTY BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GIOUPS 
'------ ----- - --
j I 
l l NUMBER OF' VALUE EMPLOYMENT I I TYPE OF INDUSTRY ESTABLISHMENTS OF GROSS ,-... i REPORTING PRODUCT WAGES PA ID MALE FEMALE TOTAL I 
ALL MANUFACTURING 253 $ I 4 7, o ·' 5 , 99 t • $ 36,414,926. to, 3ll! 5,551 15,892 
FOOD AND KI NORED PRODUCTS 57 4 I, 165,667. 6,S90,S41. 1,975 I, 706 3,6g, 
TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS 7 _20,475 ,985. 4,826,400. 9g9 1,013 2,002 
APPAREL AND OTHER FINIS'HEO PRODUCTS MADE 
FROM FABRICS ANDS !MILAR MATERIALS 14 I, 727 ,417. 725 ,542. 96 ~3 ~59 
LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FURNITURE) 55 10,822,582. 2,584,480. I, 129 158 1,287 
I FURNITURE AND FIXTURES 10 I ,531,021. I 409,497. 142 2, 163 
t PAPER AND ALL I ED P OODUCTS 7 28,623,820. I 8,686,772. 2,411 690 3, IO I I I P RlNT ING, PUBLISHING AND ALLI ED INDUSTRIES 30 4,841,854. 1,839,279. 443 147 590 I I 
' 
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS 5 7gg,197. I 2os,226. 68 7 75 
LEATHER AND LEATHER PRODUCTS II 11, 7g8,l!6S. 3,892,392. 9g9 915 1.904 
STONE, CLAY, AND GLASS PRODUCTS 10 251,740. 100,543. 72 72 
! FABRICATED METAL Pro DUCTS (EXCEPT ORDNANCE, 
16 1s,095~525. 1,,64 MACHINERY, AND TRANSPORTATION EQUtP-l-1ENl'') ;,551, 751, 1,135 229 I MACHINERY (EXCEPT ELECTRICAL) 7 4, 340, 729. t,605,077. 514 39 553 
I TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT 10 t,432~g30. 609;5 i6. 225 g 233 
I PROFESSIONALS SCIENTIFICA AND CONTROLLING 
i 
I INSTRUMENT ; PHOTO GRAP t C AND OP Tl CAL I I GOODS; WATCHES AND CLOCKS 3 I 266,478. 7 r ,906. 2} 8 31 ! i l ' MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING IN!l.JSTRIES 9 I 726,67$. I 364,099. 111 2~7 35g I NOT ELSEWHERE SHOWN 2 I ,n ,ooo. IJ8,605. I 19 19 i _____ .. I 
---·---
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ANNUAL CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURERS - 1950 
TABLE g - PRODUCT VALUE, rlAGES & EMPLOYMENT .. FRANKLIN COUNTY BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
NUMBER OF VALUE EMPLOYMENT 
TYPE OF INDUSTRY ESTABLISHMENTS OF GROSS 
REPORttNG PRO DUCT t~AGES PA f O MALE FEMALE TOTAL 
, 
ALL MANUFACTURING ~7 $ 35 ,otn ,995. $ 9 9 033, t g4. 2,923 1,15; ~.076 
FOOD AMO KINDRED PRODUCTS 7 64~,s51. I 115 ,564. 202 222 424 LUMBER ANO WOOD PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FURNITURE) 30 7 ,021,205. 2,695,640. 996 5!J9 t,5~5 i NOT ELSEt·JHERE SHOWN 10 27,375,939. 6,221,9so_ I, 725 3g2 2, 101_.J 
----·-· ·--................. I 
--
TABLE 9 - PRODUCT VALUE, WAGES do EMPLOYMENT • KENNEaEC COUNTY BY r~AJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
I Alb MANUFACTURING ____ _... ... ..,.,.......... ......... I I -i i t g, 109,670,79g. I 2i, 114,ggg. 7,514 li,0~6 11,560 i I 
I j 
l FOOD ANO KINDRED PRODUCTS 20 3:393,609. 6761175. 3gg 1g3 571 I 
TEXILE MILL PRODUCtS 9 ~,,270,;4g, ll, 123,2']2 .. 2, 742 1,31~ 4, 056 I I 
UJMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FURNITURE) 19 3, 360,26 t • t, t98,S45. 37g 318 696 i I 
ftAP£R AND ALLIED PRODUCTS 6 37' 7 26 ' 25 3 • 8,363,Hg. 2,363 562 2,925 l PRfNTlNG, PUBLISHING AND ALLIED INOUST~IES 5 l,l?S,513. 665,5g6._ 170 61 231 
I LEATHER ANO LEATHER PRODUCTS 1 17,65~,559. ~,915, rg, •. 1,2!5 1,2gg 2,503 
FABRICATED METAL PRO DUCTS (EXCEPT ORl>NJ'NC:E, I 
MACHrnERY, AND TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT) 5 g2g,558. 196, 71~. 101 8 f09 
~A.CH1NERV (EXCEPT ELECTRICAL) j ,s;,997. tio,315. 21 2 2} 
NOT tLS!WHERE SHOWN 7 lJ , I Oti , 7 00 • 935,762. 136 310 1'46 
' · \ 
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ANNUAL CENSUS OF V~INE MANU~ACTURERS • 1950 
TABLE 10. PIUDUCT VALUE, ~JA"GtS & EMPLOYMENT - KNOX COUNTY BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
I -· - I r NUMBER OF VALUE EMPLOYMENT 
TYPE OF INDUSTRY I ~STABLISHMENTS OF GROSS I REPORTING PRODUCT WAGES PAID MALE FEMALE TOiAL 
All MANUFACTURING 71 $ 20,615,6214. $ 5,514,993. 2,028 I, 795 3,g23 
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS 20 7,67,,645. 1,59S,196. 831 1,205 2,036 
TEXT! LE Ml LL PRODUCTS 6 3,99,, 229. I 
1,196,IJ62. 340 225 565 
APPAREL AND OTHER FlNlSHE-0 -PROOUCTS MADE 
FROM FABRICS AND SIMILAR MATERIALS I 5 2,os5,M2 .. I 543,91J5. 50 21J8 298 LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS (ExeEPT FURNITURE) 15 372,246. 101,521. 71 q 75 
CHEMICALS AND ALLI ED P 00 DUCTS i 5 I, 022, 266. 262,617. 1og 5 ft3 I I STONE, CLAY, ANO GLASS P RO DUCTS I 5 3,562,981. 1,060,2gg. 3g9 ~ 393 
TRANS PO RTAT !ON EQU I Pl~EN T I g I go2,37g,. ~58,309. 159 13 172 I NOT ELSEWHERE SHOWN I 7 I 1,103,797. 293,655. go 9i 171 I 
' 
i 
-
TABLE 11 - PRODUCT VALUE, WAGES & EMPLOYMENT - LINCOLN COUNTY av MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
ALL MANUFACTURING f 2S I 4, og5, 221. 95;,052. 493 223 116 l 
FOOD AND KINDRED POODUCTS I 5 2,425,751l. 2;9,5s7. 135 m 266 I LUMBER AN'D WOOD P It) DUCTS (EXCEPT FURNITURE) g 140,236. 75,52g. 5g 2 60 
TRANSPO'R'TATtON EQUIPMENT I to I 963,618. 463 ,906. 258 9 267 NOT ELSEWHERE SHOWN I 5 555,613. f 174,o,r. 42 81 123 I l I 
, ·. ,.~ 
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ANNUAL crnsus OF MA lNE MANUFACTURERS - 1950 
TABLE 12 - PRODUCT VALUE, l~AGES & EMPLOYMENT - PENOBSCOT COUNTY BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
----
I I NUMBEA OF VALUE 
.TYPE OF INDUSTRY ESTABLISHMENTS OF 
REPO Ri ING PRODUCT 
A LL MANUFACTURlNG 125 $ 105,740,072. 
FOOD AND KI NORED PRO DUCTS 29 I l,16~,4o6. 
TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS II I~, 1n, ISO. 
LUMBER ANO l~OOO PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FURNITURE) 3, 6,356,546. 
l'APER AND ALLIED PRODUCTS 7 56,283,937. 
PRINTING, PUBLISHING, AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES 9 2,332,545. 
LEATHER ANO LEATHER PRODUCTS 
" 
10, 101,650. 
PRIMARY METAL INDUSTRIES 3 177 ,I.glJ. 
FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS (EXCEPT ORDNANCE, 
MACH1NERY, AND TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT) 4 ~77,00~. 
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT 3 685 ,291. 
M lSCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES 4 911,620. 
NOT ELSEWHERE SHOW~ II 3,076,409. 
--- -- - - . - ·- ·- . -
·--- --
TABLE 13 - P ROOUCT VALUE, t~AGES & EMPLOYMENT - PISCATAQUIS COUNTY BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
I ALL MANUFACTURING 25 10,912,710. 
TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS ; ~,047,856. 
LUMBER AND L-JOOD PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FURNITURE) 16 6,069,g90. 
NOT ELSEWHERE SHOWN 6 794,964. 
EMPLOYMENT 
GROSS 
WAGES PAID MALE FEMALE TOTAL 
$ 24,518,752. 7,566 2,337 9,903 
1,504 ,572. 709 359 1,06g 
2,928,079. g3g 474 1,312 
2,302,269. 921 230 I, 151 
11,694,292. 3,449 15g 3,607 
g39,530. 227 6S 295 
3, t33,20t. 685 867 1,552 
77 ,6S6. 27 27 
159,407. 59 Jog 167 
zg7, 732. 132 ,g 150 
122, gti,. 49 g 57 
I t,469, 141. 470 47 517 
~ 
I 
l 
480 I 3,552,9H. 1,220 1,700 ! 
1,263,593. no 166 496 I l I ,926, 199. 730 276 1,006 I 363,181. 160 3g 198 l 
" J 
. •. 
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ANNUAL CENSUS Of MAINE MANUFACTURERS - 1950 
TAbLE I~ • P~otJ.CT VALU"E, WAGES & EMPLOYMENT - OXFORD COUNTY BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
' I ·NUMBER OF VAfUE EMPLOYMENT TYPE Of INDUSTRY ESTA Bl I SHMEN TS 0 . GROSS 
REPORTING PRODUCT WAGES PAtD MALE FEMALE TOTAL 
Alt MANUFACTURING gg $ 6S,986,42l&. $ t9,98'1t IS9. 6,045 t,197 7,81'2 
FOOD AND KI NORED PRODUCTS to 2,085,1'54. · 325, 195. '567 26~ 631 
f LUMBER AND t()OO PRODUCTS (EXCEPT fURf~ITURE) 53 ,,.,969,764. ti, 750,885 •. 1,896 579 2,t~75 
I PRINTING, PUBLISHING, ANO ALLIED INDUSTRIES 4 205;26,. 73,t,2. 28 g ~ 
LEATHER AND LEATHER PRO OOCTS 6 g;~38,626 .. 2,703,411'. 7_g9 s.:s9 l ,3_28 
MtSCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES I 5 
_L 
140,460. 58,32$. JZ tO ~2 
NOT ELSEWHERE SHOWN J_ 10 1'4, ·146,!55. 1Z,069,63S~ 2,9H 391 I 3,}30 
-
TAB::ll:A~:::::N:ALUE, WAGES & EMPLOYMENT~ SAGADAHr COUNtY ~y MAJOR lrUSTRY ::~::.S6z. 
FOOD ANO K1NDRED PRODUCTS II f ,6;0,06~. 
7 ,556,253. 2,301 6g5 2,986 
279,32}. 141 195 3'6 
\.UMBER ANO W'JOD PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FURNITURE) 5 809, t67~ 27~, 1}7. 11'5 ; 11ig 
PR1NTING~ PUBLISHING, AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES } 116,55~• 58,969. 21' 6 30 
L-~tit !:_SEWHERE SHOWN 14 ;6,o 1;,016. 
~--~~--,..~--~----~---~~~---~~~----i.-..~~~-: 6,943,82~. 1,991 481 2,1'72 
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ANNUAL CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURERS - 1950 
TABLE 16 - PRODUCT VALUE, WAGES l EMPLOYMENT - SOMERSET COUNTY BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
TY PE OF INDUSTRY 
A LL MANUFACTURING 
ED PRODUCTS FOOD AND KI NDR 
TEXT 1 LE MI LL PR 
LUMBER AND WOO 
PAPER AND A LU 
PRINTING, PUBL 
LEATHER AND LEA 
ODUCTS 
D PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FURNITURE) 
ED P~DUCTS 
ISHING, AND ALLIED INCXJSTRI ES 
THER PRODUCTS 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
NUMBER OF VALUE 
EST ABL ISl-!"IENTS OF 
REPORT ING PRO DUCT 
69 $ 36,09g,46s·. 
6 1,1s2,083. 
9 9,S0~,7g5. 
32 6,862,212. 
3 6,223,271. 
3 g1, 170~ 
g 11,610,107. 
1 MISCELLANEOUS M ANUFACTURING INOOSTRIES L 6 159 ,2 Jli. 
N ? L NOT ELSEWHERE ~ HOWN 2 l 175 ,626. 
·---------- ·-
TABLE 17 .. PROCXJCT VALUE, WAGES & EMPLOYMENT - t..JALDO COUNTY BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
i 
' ALL MANUFACTURING ~4 I 19,501, 10~. 
FOOD AND K IMDRED PRO DUCTS 9 9,0S3,9:%. 
LUMBER ANO WOOD PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FURNI TUR£) 21 I ,63g,~f66. 
CHEMICALS AND ALLtED PRODUCTS 1' 4,748,169. 
NOT ELSEL~HERE SHOWN 10 4,030, 133. 
EMPLOYMENT 
GROSS 
WAGES PAID MALE FEMALE TOTAL 
$ 9,302,1t7. 3,002 I 1,566 ij,56S 
307, 102. 152 106 z;g 
2,073,s;s. 560 4o, 963 
I 1.,99S, 796. g15 I H8 9H 
1,914,030. 64, 36 679 
,4,259. t6 6 22 
2.899,696. 771 867 1,63g 
53, 115. 39 7 ~6 
21 ,2s ,. 6 3 9 
2,551,27~. I 1,201 720 1,921 
704 ,956. 507 385 g92 
376,955. 196 12 zog 
362, 782. 165 5 170 
I, I 06 ,5g I. 33:5 31g 651 
; 
. .
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ANNUAL CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURERS - 1950 
TABLE 18 - PRODUCT _VALUE, WAGES AND EMPLOYMENT - WASHfNGTON COUNTY BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
TYPE OF fNDUSTRY 
ALL MANUFACTURING 
FOOD AND X·fNDRED PRODUCTS 
LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS (EXCEPT F 
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT 
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFAtTURING INDUST 
NOT ELSEWHER'E . s-m"WN 
--- -··-, 
I NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS 
REPORT ING 
87 
~g 
URNITURE) 24 
3 
RIES 4 
g 
---~-·---'"----
·-
VALUE 
OF 
PRODUCT 
$ 36, 005 , 191 • 
17 ,4tq ,979. 
z, 783,685. 
14,570. 
2,199,822. 
I 13,559, 135. 
I TABLE 19 - PROOO.CT VALUE, WAGES & EMPLOYMENT - YORK COUNTY BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
I I I I ! ALL MANUFACTURING I gz 126 ,31n ,567. I 
I 
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS 7 i 916,802. l 
TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS 7 68,145,808. 
LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FURNITURE) 34 s, 121,277. 
PAPER AND ALLI ED PRODUCTS 3 965,S6,. 
PRINTING, PUBLISHING, AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES 6 I 481,559. 
t.EA THER AND LEATHER PRODUCTS 12 17,975,622. 
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT• 3 ;0,183. 
NOT ELSEWHERE SHOWN I to I 29,710,1'53. j 
-
EMPLOYMENT 
GROSS 
WAGES PAID MALE FEMALE TOTAL 
--
$ 6,9g5,251. 3,402 3,ll06 6,808 
~,28g,775,. I, 795 3, 197 li,992 
1,04 7 ,S83. 7ti7 42 789 
If, S29. 6 6 
r9g,235. ·95 17 Jt2 
2,41+5,529. 759 150 909 
I 55,827,755. 14, 160 5,6lll 19,801 
27li,284. 129 22 151 
21,393,605. ~,588 3,300 7,ggg 
I ,930,66g .. 992 35 1,027 
228,796. 95 JI 106 
t68,8o6. 59 22 81 
~ ,65 8, 905. 1, 163 1,387 2,550 
14,912,636. ti, I 09 172 4,zgr 
12, 260, 055. ;,025 692 
. 3,717 
* INCLUDES EMPLOYMENT ANO PAYROLL DA TA Qfil FOR· PORTSMOUTH NAVAL SHIPYARD. PRODUCT VALUE FOR THIS ESTABLISHMENT HAS NOT BEEN fNCLUDED. 
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ANNUAL CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURERS - 1950 
TABLE 20 • PRO DUCT VALUE, WAGES & EMPLOYMENT BY INDUSTRIAL CLASS I Fl CATION GROUPS FORMERLY USED 1N THE OEPARTMEN T OF LABOR AND INDUSTRY 
I NUMBER OF VALUE EMPLOYMENT TYPE OF INDUSTRY ESTABLISHMENTS OF GffJSS 
I REPORT ING PRODUCT WAGES PA ID MAtE FEMALE I 
ALL MANUFACTURING 
' 
1,326 $ 948,898,059. $ 259 ,256 ,626. 75,954 3g,~,3 
BOOT AND SHOE 6g I 112,91 o,448. 33,536,452. 7,S6S 9,387 COTTON 14 120, 19 3, osti. 35 ,932, 161. 7,1'22 6,41lg 
PULP AND PAPER 30 233,695,0IJ6. 52,SS9, 131. 14,691 l,944 
I 
WOOLEN 51 I 09, 242, I 05. 30,902,235. 7 ,609 3,9t5 
CANNERS., FRUIT AND VEGETABLE 61 23,65s,513. 3,978,395. 3,281 3,210 
I 
CANNERS, SARDI NE 38 20,919,265. 4,61'1,51J9. 2,512 ~,379 
CLOTHING 24 I0,686,382. 2,802,958. 312 I ,It l 2 
BAKER I ES 3g 20,554,6olt. 4,509, 153. 1,276 543 
BEVERAGES 
I 
51 I 3,652,335. 1,023,316. 408 q5 
DAIRY POODUCTS 13 7, 150, 129 •. 900,631. 24~ 65 
FISH I 34 12,592,378. 1,956,42;. 733 g99 
MEATS I 19 23,1ts7, 7'7. t ,577, 170. 597 z,g 
FOOD PRO DUCTS, MIS CE LLAMEOUS ,g 1,950,59~. 402,507. g4 82 
· 1uMBER 232 27, I 09, 675 • 7 ,389,832. 4~576 IOI 
METALS AND MACHINERY 70 66,037,246. 21, 705,855. 6, t 79 t,018 
MISCELLANEOUS 17; 50,622, 143. 8, 215 ,518. 3,038 I, 104 
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING 81 II , 25 4, 605. 4,521,952. 1,224 434 
QUARRY PRODUCTS 42 7,048,117. 2,667, 109. 1, 049 29 
SH I P ANO BO AT BU I L DI NG * lt3 2t,596,312. 20,596,383. 6,073 292 
SHJE FINDINGS 29 7 ,917 ,930., 2,507,350. g23 385 
I WOOD PRODUCTS f97 49,619,411 16,600,546. 5,955 2,tio3 I 
* INCLUDES EMPLOYMENT AND PAYROLL DATA fil!!1. FOR PORTSMOUTH NAVAL SHIPYARD. PRODUCT VALUE FOR THIS ESTABLISHMENT HAS NOT BEEN INCLUDED. 
TOTAL 
I l!l,267 
l7 ,255 
r3,s7 o 
16,635 
11,524 
6,491 
6,S9t 
I, 72~ 
1,819 
1'53 
309 
1,632 
gr5 
166 
4,677 
1,r97 
~. 142 
I ,658 
1,07g 
6,365 
1,208 
8,35S 
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!NDUS'J'RY' D E S C R I P T I O N S 
FOOD AND KI1TDRED PRODUC~S This major group includes establishments manufac-
turing foods and bever ap;es for human consumption, a.nd certain related prod-
ucts such as manufactured ice, chewing gum, and prepared feeds for animals 
and fowls. 
TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS This major group includes establishments engaged in 
performing any of the following operations,. rega.rdles s of the type of :fibre 
used: (1) manufacturing ya.rn,. thread,.. cordage, and twine; (2) manufacturing 
woven fabric, carpets, rugs,. braids, laces,. knit fabric, knit garments, and 
other products from yarn;. (3) dyeing and finishing fibres, yarn and fabric; 
and (4) coating, waterproofing,. and otherwise treating fabric. This class-
ification makes no distinction between the two types of organizations which 
operate in the textile industry; namely, the ''regularli or ''inside1' mill which 
. purchases materials, ~roduces textiles and related articles within the estab-
lishment, and sells the finished products, and the ircontractfl or "commission" 
mill which processes materials owned by others. Jobbers or converters who do 
no manufacturing but who assign materials to contract mills for processing 
are classified in non-manufacturing industries. Establishments primarily 
engaged in the sponging or shrinking of cloth for the trade, or in employing 
home ~mrkers for hand-knitting or hand-weaving of textile products are included 
in APPAREL A..~ OTHER FINISHED PRODUCTS. The rubberizing of fabrics is class~ 
ified in the major group, RUBBER PiiODUCTS. 
APPAREL .AND OTHER FINISHED PRODUCTS ~~41-)E FROM F.ABRtCS AND SIMILAR MATERIALS 
This major groupf known as the cutting-up and needle trades. includes estab-
lishments producing clothing and. related fabricated products by cutting and 
sewing purchased wo·~en 01· knit f abrics. All types of textiles are utilized 
as ~rell as leather, rubberized fabrics, fur, and other materials. This class-
ification makes no distinction between the two types of organizations which 
operate in the apparel industry; namely, the "regular» or ftinside" factory 
which purchases materials, manufactures clothing and related articles, and 
sells the finished products, and the "contract" factory which manufactures 
apparel from materials owned by others. Jobbers who do no manufacturing but 
assign materials to contract factories for fabrica.tion, and custom tailors 
and dressmakers not operating on a factory basis are classified in non-manu-
facturing industries. 
LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS This major group includes logging camps engaged 
in cutting timber and. pulpwood; merchant sawmills, veneer mills, lath mills, 
shingle mills, cooperage-stock mills, planing mills. and. plywood mills engaged 
in producing lumber an.d wood be.sic materials; and establishments engaged in 
manufacturing finished articles made entirely or mainly of wood or wood sub-
stitutes. Certain types of establishments producing w0od products are class-
ified elsewhere. For example, furniture,. and off ice and store fixtures are 
-23".'"' 
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INDUSTRY ;Q ES CR IP TI O .. N S 
LUMBER ~1D WOQD P.RODUCTS (Continued) 
classified in the major group, FURNITURE AND FIA"TURES; pianos, musical instru-
ments, toys and playground equipment, and caskets and coffins in MISCELLANEOUS 
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES. Woodworking in connection with construction, in the 
nature of reconditioning and repair. or performed to individual orderp is 
classified in non-manufacturing industries. 
FURNITURE AND FIXTURES This major group includes establishments engaged in 
manufacturing household, office, public-buildingf professional. and restaurant 
furniture, office and store fixtures, and window and door screens and shades, 
regardless of the materials used. Establishments primarily engaged in the 
production of millwork are classified in the major group LUMBER AND WOOD PROD-
UOTS. Woodworking to individual order or in the nature of reconditioning and 
repair is classified in non-manufacturing industries. 
PAPER A..iID ALLIED '.PRODUCTS This major group includ.es the manufacture of pulp 
primarily from wood, and from rags and other fibres; the conversion of these 
pulps into any kind of paper or paperboard into converted paper products such 
as coated paper, paper bags, pa.per boxes, cards, and envelopes. Certain 
types of converted paper products are classified elsewhere 11 such as abrasive 
paper in STONE, CLAY, AND GLASS PRODUCTS, carbon paper in MISCELLANEOUS MANU-
FACTURING INDUSTRIES, and photosensitized and blueprint paper in PROFESSIONAL, 
SCIENTIFIC, AND CONTROLLING INSTRUMENTS; PHOTOGRAPHIC AND OPTICAL GOODS; 
WATCHES AND CLOCKS. 
PRINTIFG 2 PUBLISHING, AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES. This major group includes 
establishments engaged in printing, publishing, and lithographing; and those 
performing services fo.r the printing trades such as bookbinding, typesetting, 
engraving, photoengraving, and electrotyping. This group also includes pub-
lishers regardless of whether or not they do their own printing. News syndi-
cates are classified in service industries. 
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS This major group includes establishments pro-
ducing basic chemicals, and establishments manufacturing products by predomi-
nantly chemical processes. Establishments classified in this major group 
manufacture three general classes of products: (1) basic chemicals such as 
acids, alkalies, salts, and organic chemicals; (2) chemical products to be used 
in further manufacture such as synthetic fibres, plastics materials, crude 
animal and vegetable oils, dry colors, and pigments; and (3) finished chemical 
products to be used for ultimate consumption such as drugs, cosmetics, and 
soaps; or to ba used as materials or supplies in other industries such as 
paints. fertilizer~: ~.na 0 :q>losives. The mining of natural rock salt is class-
-24-
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INDUSTRY DE_ SCRIPT IONS 
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS ( Continued) 
ified in mj.ning industries. Establishment s priIP.ar:i.ly engaged in manufacturing 
nonferrous metals and. high percentage ferro-alloys a.re classified in the major 
group. PRIMARY MilTAL INDUSTRIES, silicon car·oide in STONE, CLAY, AND GLASS 
PRODUCTS, bak ing powder, and other leaven i ng compounds, anQ starches in the 
major group FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, and embalming fluids 2.nd artists' colors 
in the major group iHSCELLANEOUS l'l.lANUFACTURING INDUSTRI?iS. Establishments 
primarily engaged in packaging, repackaging, and bottling of purchased chemical 
products, but not engaged in manufacturing chemicals and allied products are 
classified in the trade industries. 
RUBBER PRODUCTS This major group includes establishments manufacturing from 
natural or synthetic rubber, gutta percha, .balata 9 or gutta siak, all kinds of 
rubber products such as tires, .rubber ·footwear, mechanical rubber goods, and 
rubber sundries. This group also includes establishments manufacturing 
reclaimed rubber or rebuilt and retreated rubber tires. Automobile repair 
shops engaged in the recapping and the retreading of automobile tires are 
classified in the service industries., The manufacture of elastic webbing is 
classified in the major group TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS 1 products made of elastic 
webbing and garments mad.e from rubberized fabrics in the major group APPAREL 
AND OTHER FINISHED PRODUCTS and synthetic ru-bber in the CHEMICALS AND ALLIED 
PRODUCTS industry~ 
LEATHER AND LEATHER PRODUCTS This major group includes establishments en-
gaged in tanning. currying, and finishing hides and skins,. and establishments 
manufacturing finished leather and artificial leather products and some similar 
products made of other ~aterials. 
STONJJ, CLAY, AND GLASS PRODUCTS This major group includes establishments 
engaged in manufacturing flat glass and other glass products, cement, struc-
tural clay products, pottery~ - concrete and gypsum products, cut-stone prod-
ucts, abrasive and asbestos products, etc. from materials taken principally 
from the earth in the form of stone, clay; and sand. When separate reports 
are available for mines and quarries operated by manufacturing establishments 
classified in this major group 0 the mining activities are classified in the 
mining industries; when separate reports are not available, the mining activi-
ties are classified with the manufacturing operations and classified herein. 
PRIM..~Y VJTITAL HIDUSTRIES This major group includes establishments engaged in 
the smelting and refining of ferrous and nonferrous metals from ore, pig• or 
scrap; in the rolling, drawing, qi.nd alloying of ferrous and nonferrous metals;-
- 25-
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! N n··u s T R y D E S C R I P T I O N S 
PRIMARY MIDTAL INDUSTRlDS (Continued) 
and in the manufacture of castings, forgings, and other basic products of 
ferrous and nonferrous metals. 
FABRICATED ~TAL PRODUCTS (EXCEPT ORDN.ANCE 2 MACHINERY, AUD TRANSPORTATION 
EQUIPMENT This major group includes establishments engaged in fabricating 
ferrous and nonferrous metal products such as tin cans and other tim.,rare, 
hand tools, cutlery, general hardware, nonelectric heating apparatus, fabri-
cated structural metal products~ metal stampings, lighting fixtures, fabri-
cated wire products, and a variety of metal products not elsewhere classified. 
Certain important segments of the metal fabricating industries are classified 
in other major groups such as ordnance in the major group ORDNANCE AND ACCESS-
ORIES, machinery in major groups MACHINERY (EXCEPT ELECTRICAIJ) and ELECTRICAL 
MACHINERY, E~UIPMENT, AND SUPPLIES, transportation equipment under its own 
major heading, professional, scientific, and controlling instrumentsf watches 
and clocks in their ot-m major group, and jewelry and silverware in MISCELLA-
NEOUS MA1TUFACTURING INDUSTRIES. The production of ferrous and nonferrous 
metals and their alloys, and basic products made of metal, are classified in 
the major group PRIMARY METAL I1IDUSTRIES. 
MACHINERY (EXCEPT ELECTRICAL) This major group includes establishments en-
gaged in manufacturing machinery and prime movers other than electrical equip-
ment. Machines powered by built-in or detachable electric motors ordinarily 
are included in this major group, with the exception of household ele.ctrical 
a:ppliances. Portable tools, both electric and pneumatic powered, are included 
in this ma.jar group, but hand tools are classified in the major group FABRI-
CATED MIDTAL PRODUCTS. 
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT This major group includes establishments engaged 
in manufacturing equipment for transportation of passengers and cargo by 
land, air, and water. Important products produced by establishments class-
ified in this major group include motor vehicles, aircraft, ships, boats, 
railroad equipment, and miscellaneous transportation equipment such as motor-
cycles, bicycles, and horse-drawn vehicles. 
PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC, AND CONTROLLING INSTRUMDlJTS; PHOTOGRAPHIC AND 
OPTICAL GOODS; WATCHES AND CLOCKS This major group includes establishments 
engaged in manufacturing mechanical measuringt laboratory, and scientific 
instruments; optical instruments and lenses; surgical, m&dieal, and dental 
instruments, equipment, and supplies; ophthalmic goods; photographic equipment 
and supplies; watches and clocks. Establishments primarily engaged in manu-
facturing instruments for indicating, measuring, and recording electrical 
quantities and characteristics are classified in the major group ELECTRICAL 
MA~UINERY '. EQrJIPMEUT, AMD SUPPLIES. 
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INDUS!I!RY DES CR IP TI e ·N S 
MISCELLA..~OUS MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES This major group includes establish-
ments primarily engaged in manufacturing products not classified in any other 
manufacturing major group. Industries in this group fall into the following 
categories: jewelry, silverware, plated ware; musical instruments; toys 9 
sporting and athletic goods; pens, pencils, and other office and artists• 
materials; buttons, costume novelties, miscellaneous notions, fabricated 
plastics products;· brooms and brushes; morticians' goods; and other miscella-
neous manufacturing industries. 
MOT ELSEWHERE SHOWN' A policy of the Department of Labor and Industry is not 
to reveal information on an individual plant basis. Industry groups which 
do not meet our standard minimum of three establishments each have been 
grouped under the heading "Not Elsewhere Shown". This term is not a part 
of the Standard Industrial Classification system but was originated to meet 
the needs of this Department. 
Descri~tions of subordinate industry groupings are available upon request, 
-27-
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